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ABSTRACT
Although there has been much progress in understanding how galaxies evolve, we still do not understand how and
when they stop forming stars and become quiescent. We address this by applying our galaxy spectral energy
distribution models, which incorporate physically motivated star formation histories (SFHs) from cosmological
simulations, to a sample of quiescent galaxies at < <z0.2 2.1. A total of 845 quiescent galaxies with multi-band
photometry spanning rest-frame ultraviolet through near-infrared wavelengths are selected from the Cosmic
Assembly Near-IR Deep Extragalactic Legacy Survey (CANDELS) data set. We compute median SFHs of these
galaxies in bins of stellar mass and redshift. At all redshifts and stellar masses, the median SFHs rise, reach a peak,
and then decline to reach quiescence. At high redshift, we ﬁnd that the rise and decline are fast, as expected,
because the universe is young. At low redshift, the duration of these phases depends strongly on stellar mass. Low-
mass galaxies ( * ~M Mlog 9.5( ) ) grow on average slowly, take a long time to reach their peak of star formation
(4 Gyr), and then the declining phase is fast (2 Gyr). Conversely, high-mass galaxies ( * ~M Mlog 11( ) ) grow
on average fast (2 Gyr), and, after reaching their peak, decrease the star formation slowly (3). These ﬁndings
are consistent with galaxy stellar mass being a driving factor in determining how evolved galaxies are, with high-
mass galaxies being the most evolved at any time (i.e., downsizing). The different durations we observe in the
declining phases also suggest that low- and high-mass galaxies experience different quenching mechanisms, which
operate on different timescales.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: statistics – galaxies: stellar content
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, multi-wavelength observational
surveys and cosmological simulations of galaxies have greatly
improved our understanding of the formation and evolution of
galaxies. Observations of colors, morphology, spectral type,
and the star formation of galaxies show a clear bimodality in
the population, where blue star-forming galaxies are separated
from red quiescent galaxies. One key unknown is how and
when galaxies stop forming stars and become “red and dead.”
The classical picture for red, early-type galaxies is that they
form in a single-burst very early in the universe (Baade 1963).
This theory was successfully challenged. By looking at spectral
indices of galaxies, Worthey et al. (1992), Faber et al. (1995),
and Trager et al. (2000) found that early-type galaxies span a
large range of ages and thus showed that blue galaxies can
become red via different mechanisms occurring at different
times and masses. Since then, other parameters have been
studied to explain the variety of histories observed. Graves
et al. (2009a) (see also Graves et al. 2009b, 2010; Graves &
Faber 2010) explored the ages and metallicities of red galaxies
and found correlations with not only stellar mass, but radius,
velocity dispersion, and surface brightness. Furthermore,
Cheung et al. (2012), Fang et al. (2013), and Barro et al.
(2015) observed that the path to quiescence is strongly
correlated with central surface density.
How and when star-forming galaxies move to the red
sequence is, however, still a matter of debate. A combination of
different physical processes can explain the evolution of
luminosity functions and color–magnitude diagrams (Bell et al.
2006; Willmer et al. 2006; Faber et al. 2007; Skelton
et al. 2012). Passive evolution of the ~z 1 quiescent
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population has been disfavored to explain the age–mass and
metallicity–mass relations of local galaxies by Harker et al.
(2006), Schiavon et al. (2006), Ruhland et al. (2009), and
Gallazzi et al. (2014). However, Choi et al. (2014) and Shetty
& Cappellari (2015) ﬁnd negligible evolution in the metal
content of massive galaxies at < <z0.1 0.7 and ages
consistent with passive evolution (see also Mendel et al. 2015).
Hydrodynamical simulations and semi-analytic models of
galaxy formation and evolution are a powerful tool (see
Somerville & Davé 2015 for a review). In these models,
galaxies are fed by cold ﬂows of gas, stars, and dark matter,
which generate episodes of star formation (Kereš et al. 2005;
Dekel & Birnboim 2006). When galaxies (or their dark matter
haloes) reach a certain critical mass, a virial shock is created,
slowing down the cooling rate and the galaxy star formation
rate (SFR) decreases. This is commonly referred to as “mass
quenching” (Birnboim et al. 2007), because the mechanism
responsible for the decrease in star formation happens at a
certain critical mass. Other physical processes invoked to
quench galaxies are feedback events (e.g., active galactic
nucleus (AGN) and stellar feedback; Croton et al. 2006;
Somerville et al. 2008; Hopkins et al. 2014), environmental
effects (e.g., Peng et al. 2010; Woo et al. 2013), and
morphological transformations (e.g., Gavazzi et al. 2015;
Zolotov et al. 2015; Tacchella et al. 2016).
By connecting observations of galaxies with predictions
from simulations, we can attempt to understand the mechan-
isms that lead galaxies to quiescence. For example, Porter et al.
(2014) managed to reproduce the observed correlations
between the stellar population parameters, age and metallicity,
and the structural parameters, size and velocity dispersion, of
early-type galaxies using a semi-analytic model based on the
Bolshoi cosmological simulation. Other methods to compare
simulations and observations are based on identifying the
progenitors of galaxies and infer the processes involved in the
transformation from one population to the other (Patel et al.
2013; van Dokkum et al. 2013; Papovich et al. 2015). The
strength of this technique is the ability to assess the evolution
of galaxies in a model-independent way. Torrey et al. (2015)
and Terrazas et al. (2016) show, however, that the large variety
of stellar and dark matter assembly histories in cosmological
simulations cannot be captured by constant number density
analyses.
Another method is to infer galaxy star formation histories
(SFHs) from the fossil record of their past stellar populations
(e.g., Panter et al. 2003, 2007; Thomas et al. 2005; González
Delgado et al. 2014; McDermid et al. 2015; Citro et al. 2016;
Fumagalli et al. 2016), sampling wide ranges of stellar masses
and redshifts. For example, McDermid et al. (2015) and Citro
et al. (2016) measure the SFHs of massive early-type galaxies
and ﬁnd that these systems are very old, forming the bulk of
their mass in the ﬁrst 1–2 Gyr. For our work, we choose this
strategy, and we, therefore, need a large data set, which
samples the variety of galaxies in the universe and accurate
models of their spectral energy distributions (SEDs). We have
already used a similar approach in Paciﬁci et al. (2016) where
we assessed the SFHs of local ( ~z 0.07) galaxies.
The Cosmic Assembly Near-IR Deep Extragalactic Legacy
Survey (CANDELS; Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer
et al. 2011) provides us with deep photometric data from the
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) optical and near-infrared
cameras (ACS and WFC3). These photometric data are
carefully matched with ground-based observations from the
U to the K band and with Spitzer/IRAC photometry up to
m8 m. Such a catalog is the optimal data set to sample a large
range in galaxy properties with sufﬁcient statistics.
To interpret large, multi-wavelength data sets like CAN-
DELS, we have developed a comprehensive SED-ﬁtting tool
(Paciﬁci et al. 2012), which relies on physically motivated
models of galaxy formation and evolution. Instead of relying
on simple parametric forms for galaxy SFHs and assuming
galaxies do not evolve in metallicity, as is generally done, our
model is based on a combination of star formation and
chemical enrichment histories from hierarchical simulations of
galaxy formation. Even though our model SEDs are based on
such histories, our results are not biased by the particular model
adopted. Such SFHs provide a large variety of possible galaxy
evolutionary paths and thus the parameter space sampled by the
models is much larger than traditional approaches. This is
particularly evident when comparing model colors and
observed colors of galaxies (Paciﬁci et al. 2015). Furthermore,
the assumption of an evolving metallicity is crucial to
overcome the degeneracy between age and metallicity, when
interpreting the colors of galaxies.
In addition to adopting complex SFHs, our models
incorporate nebular emission and state-of-the-art models of
the spectral evolution of stars, gas, and dust, spanning a very
wide range in the space of SFRs, metallicities, and dust and gas
properties. They thus have the power to constrain the SFHs of
different populations of galaxies at different redshifts. For
example, assuming simple functional forms for the SFHs,
where the metallicity is ﬁxed and the SFR can only decline
with time, does not allow one to sample properly the colors of
all galaxies, especially the youngest ones, and thus correctly
interpret their SEDs.
Key to distinguishing quiescent galaxies from dusty, star-
forming ones is the treatment of dust attenuation in SED
models. It has been shown that the attenuation by dust is more
complex than the single attenuation law that is typically
assumed (see for example Witt & Gordon 2000; Chevallard
et al. 2013, and Salmon et al. 2016 for studies on different dust
attenuation curves). Thus, building on the work by Chevallard
et al. (2013), in our SED modeling, we implement a two-
component dust model, which spans a variety of attenua-
tion laws.
Combining the CANDELS data set and our new approach,
we focus on red, quiescent galaxies and measure average SFHs
as a function of stellar mass and redshift. We can thus answer
questions such as: What are the average shapes of the SFHs of
quiescent galaxies? Do these shapes change with redshift and
stellar mass? Does the formation time of quiescent galaxies
vary with stellar mass? At what time and at what stellar mass
do galaxies stop forming stars? With these questions answered,
we can then place important constraints on the main
mechanisms involved in the formation and evolution of
quiescent galaxies.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the details of the observational data set. The SED modeling
approach, ﬁtting procedure, and selection of quiescent galaxies
are described in Section 3. In Section 4, we show how we
create median SFHs of galaxy populations as a function of
stellar mass and redshift. In Section 5, we show that stellar
mass and redshift regulate the quenching of star formation. In
Section 6, we place the constraints on the mechanisms involved
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in the evolution of quiescent galaxies. We summarize our
results in Section 7.
Throughout the paper, we adopt a Chabrier initial mass
function (Chabrier 2003) and a standard ΛCDM cosmology
with W = 0.3M , W =L 0.7, h=0.7. Magnitudes are given in
the AB system.
2. DATA
We use HST/WFC3-F160W-selected catalogs from the
CANDELS (Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al. 2011) in
the GOODS-South (Guo et al. 2013) and GOODS-North
(Barro et al. 2016, in preparation) ﬁelds. These ﬁelds are
similar in terms of wavelength coverage and depth. They cover
a combined area of 329 arcmin2 on the sky.
Multi-wavelength photometry is measured using TFIT,
following Guo et al. (2012). The photometry includes a
maximum of 17 and 18 measurements in GOODS-South and
GOODS-North, respectively (we will discard galaxies with less
than ten measurements, see Section 3.2). These are from space-
based and ground-based observations, sampling from U to
Spitzer/IRAC. In GOODS-North, the catalog includes also
observations in the HST/WFC3-F275W band. These cover the
central part of the ﬁeld, providing ultraviolet ﬂuxes for 14% of
the galaxies. Filters and depths are listed in Table 1.
Photometric redshifts are derived by combining the results of
different photometric-redshift codes, as explained in Dahlen
et al. (2013). These redshifts and their uncertainties are then
used as priors by our SED-ﬁtting code (see Section 3.2).
The total number of galaxies in the GOODS-South and
GOODS-North catalogs are 34,930 and 35,445, respectively,
totaling 70,375. We account for the “class star” and “no use”
ﬂags in the catalog and we are left with 64,175 galaxies. We
select galaxies with <H 26 (where H is HST/WFC3-F160W)
to balance between acceptable signal-to-noise ratios ( >S N 5)
and the inclusion of faint galaxies. This reduces the number to
36,378 galaxies. We then select the galaxies in the redshift
range < <z0.2 2.1, which samples roughly 8 Gyr in the
lifetime of the universe. With this cut, we are left with 27,722
galaxies. We will discuss mass-completeness limits and the
selection of quiescent galaxies in Sections 3.2 and 3.3,
respectively.
3. GALAXY SED MODELS AND FITS
TO THE OBSERVATIONS
3.1. Library of Model SEDs
We use the model spectral library based on the approach of
Paciﬁci et al. (2012), which is tailored to ﬁt the data set
described in Section 2. Our model includes realistic star
formation and chemical enrichment histories derived from a
semi-analytic post-treatment (De Lucia & Blaizot 2007) of the
Millennium cosmological simulation (Springel et al. 2005).
This allows us to explore a large variety of SFH shapes, such as
rising, declining, roughly constant, bursty, and smooth. We
generate a sample of 500,000 model galaxies, selecting
randomly the redshift of observation (zobs) between 0.1 and
2.5, to appropriately sample the redshift range of the observed
sample ( < <z0.2 2.1), and the evolutionary stage between
the lookback time at the redshift of observation (tobs) and
+t 3 Gyrobs (see Sections 2.1 and 3.1.2 of Paciﬁci et al. 2012).
This procedure allows us to include galaxies, which start
forming stars at different epochs. We also resample the current
(i.e., averaged over the last 10 Myr) speciﬁc SFR (which is
deﬁned as SFR/M
*
and we demarcate as sSFR or yS) between
0.01 and 100 Gyr−1, and the current gas-phase metallicity
between < + <7 12 log O H 9.4( ) . This current metallicity
affects the nebular emission and the stellar populations younger
than 10Myr. Practically, it is a nuisance parameter, because it
cannot be inferred from photometry alone.
To create SEDs for each model galaxy, we compute the
emission by the stars using the latest version of the Bruzual &
Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis models. We process
the nebular emission (both lines and continuum) consistently
with the stellar emission by running the photoionization code
CLOUDY (Ferland 1996) on the simple stellar populations of
ages less than 10Myr (the nebular emission at older ages is
negligible) and we assume that galaxies are ionization bounded
(see Charlot & Longhetti 2001 for details).
We model the attenuation by dust by applying the two-
component prescription following Charlot & Fall (2000) as in
Paciﬁci et al. (2012) (see also Chevallard et al. 2013). We draw
randomly the slope of the attenuation curve due to the
interstellar medium (ISM) between −1.0 and −0.4. The slope
of the attenuation curve due to the birth clouds (BCs)
surrounding young stars is ﬁxed to −1.3. We vary the relative
proportion of dust in the BC and in the ISM (m t t= V VISM ,
where t t t= +V V VISM BC) in the range m< <0.1 0.7. A
summary of the prior distributions of key physical parameters
is given in Table 2. The priors are globally ﬂat. The
distributions of sSFR and tV smoothly decline at both edges
and at the upper edge, respectively.
Hence, we have high-resolution SEDs for all the galaxies in
the model spectral library. We then apply photometric ﬁlter
functions used for the observations to produce photometry from
the high-resolution model SEDs.
Table 1
Filters and Depths for the Observations in GOODS-South and GOODS-North
GOODS-Southa GOODS-Northb
Filter Depth (mag) Filter Depth (mag)
WFC3-F275W 29.5
U CTIO 26.6 U KPNO 26.9
U VIMOS 28.0 U LBC 28.2
ACS-F435W 28.9 ACS-F435W 28.0
ACS-F606W 29.3 ACS-F606W 28.4
ACS-F775W 28.5 ACS-F775W 28.1
ACS-F814W 28.8 ACS-F814W 28.6
ACS-F850LP 28.5 ACS-F850LP 28.0
WFC3-F098M 28.8 WFC3-F105W 28.2
WFC3-F105W 27.4 WFC3-F125W 28.5
WFC3-F125W 27.7 WFC3-F140W 28.1
WFC3-F160W 27.4 WFC3-F160W 27.5
Ks ISAAC 25.1 K MOIRCS 26.0
Ks HAWK-I 26.4 Ks CFHT 24.9
3.6 μm IRAC 26.5 3.6 μm IRAC 25.5
4.5 μm IRAC 26.2 4.5 μm IRAC 25.5
5.8 μm IRAC 23.7 5.8 μm IRAC 23.0
8.0 μm IRAC 23.7 8.0 μm IRAC 23.0
Notes.
a Guo et al. (2013).
b G. Barro et al. (2016, in preparation).
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3.2. Fitting Procedure
We use the library of 500,000 model SEDs described in
Section 3.1 to ﬁt the multi-band photometry of the galaxies in
the observational sample described in Section 2. For each
galaxy, we use the photometric redshift from the catalog as
prior (we assume a ﬂat prior within s1 ). We do not include
the contamination by dust emission in our models. Therefore,
we ﬁt only to the bands that sample rest-frame wavelengths
shorter than m3 m. This means that for galaxies at <z 0.34, we
do not ﬁt the Spitzer/IRAC bands. If a galaxy is detected at
< <z0.34 0.67, we ﬁt up to Spitzer/IRAC channel 1. At
< <z0.67 1.17, we include Spitzer/IRAC channel 1 and 2,
and at < <z1.17 2.1, we include Spitzer/IRAC channel 1, 2,
and 3. We adopt a minimum photometric error of 5% to enlarge
the number of models contributing to each ﬁt and account for
possible systematics in the photometric measurements.
We use the Bayesian approach described in Paciﬁci et al.
(2012) to extract, for each observed galaxy, probability density
functions of stellar mass (M
*
), SFR (which we demarcate as
SFR or ψ), and U−V and V−J rest-frame colors. We also
re-derive a value of redshift (z) within the prior so that it is
consistent with all the other derived physical parameters.
Typical uncertainties for these parameters are 0.1 dex, 0.3–0.5
dex, 0.05 mag, 0.05 mag, and 0.02–0.05, respectively. To make
sure that the catalog redshifts (obtained with different SED
modeling prescriptions) are not introducing biases in our
results, we perform a test: we ﬁt the photometry of the galaxies
in the sample, leaving the redshift as a free parameter. We ﬁnd
that the physical parameters derived with and without a prior on
the redshift agree within their uncertainties for 98% of the
galaxies. We expect such good agreement, because the
redshifts in the catalog are derived by combining different
approaches, which assume different SED modeling. Potential
biases are thus smaller than the uncertainties, which we use as
prior.
For each galaxy in the observational sample, we compute the
best-estimate SFH (SFR as a function of lookback time) by
averaging all the SFHs in the model library weighted by their
likelihoods (in practice, we compute a likelihood-weighted
average of the SFR at each lookback time). Sampling a large
wavelength range in the observations allows us to distinguish
among different effective ages, and thus different SFHs.
Galaxies with similar effective ages and different SFHs are
slightly more difﬁcult to distinguish simply from broad-band
colors. We will consider this caveat in the discussion section
when interpreting our results. Figure 1 shows the best-estimate
SFH (average and standard deviation) of an example observed
quiescent galaxy. The SFHs which contribute to the average
have a variety of shapes. By using a weighted average, we
account for possible degeneracies in age, metallicity, and dust
attenuation in a statistical way. We see in this example that all
models contributing signiﬁcantly to the average are quiescent at
the time of observation and form the bulk of their stars in a
similar window of time. This suggests that such degeneracies
are not too severe. We verify that this is the case for most of the
galaxies included in the ﬁnal sample.
We consider the quality of the ﬁts and the mass-complete-
ness limits. We ﬂag galaxies which are observed in less than
ten photometric bands and that have c >N 52 ,19 where c2 is
the chi-square of the best-ﬁt model and N is the number of
bands included in the ﬁt. With the ﬁrst criterion, we remove
1018 galaxies. With the second criterion, we remove 1929
galaxies of which 205 are in GOODS-South and 1724 are in
GOODS-North. The “no use” ﬂags in GOODS-North have not
been ﬁnalized yet (G. Barro et al. 2016, in preparation), thus we
expect to ﬁnd additional galaxies with bad ﬁts (in the case of
contamination by star spikes, contamination by neighboring
Table 2
Prior Distributions of the Physical Parameters in our SED Models
Parameter Description Range
zobs Redshift of observation < <z0.1 2.5obs
tevo Evolutionary stage (in lookback time) < < +t t t 3 Gyrobs evo obs
*y y= MS Speciﬁc star formation rate [when y > --log Gyr 2S 1( ) ] y- < <-2 log Gyr 2S 1( )
log O H( ) Gas-phase oxygen abundance (when y > 0) < + <7 12 log O H 9.4( )
tVˆ Total V-band attenuation optical depth of the dust [when y > --log Gyr 2S 1( ) ] t< <0.01 4Vˆ
tVˆ Total V-band attenuation optical depth of the dust [when y --log Gyr 2S 1( ) ] t< <0.01 2Vˆ
μ Fraction of tVˆ contributed by dust in diffuse ISM m< <0.1 0.7
n Slope of the attenuation curve in the diffuse ISM - < < -n1.0 0.4
Figure 1. Best-estimate SFH of a single galaxy is the average of all the models
weighted by their likelihoods. We show the best-estimate SFH of an example
galaxy as a thick black line. The standard deviation about the average is
represented by the thick dashed line. The ﬁrst 25 best-ﬁt models for this galaxy
are shown as thin lines of different shades of gray where the darker the shade,
the higher the likelihood. Note that a lookback time of 0 corresponds to the
lookback time at the redshift of observation.
19 The distribution of c N2 peaks around one with a short tail that extends
above ﬁve.
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galaxies, or too little uncertainties in some photometric bands).
Our criterion helps us to ﬂag out such objects. We also
compare the observed colors with the colors of the model
spectral library and we ﬁnd a good match (as in Paciﬁci et al.
2015). The majority of the galaxies we ﬂag show blue UV–
optical colors and thus do not affect our selection of quiescent
galaxies anyway (see Section 3.3). We note that even with ten
bands, the full wavelength range is well sampled, because at
least a U band, the HST/ACS bands, two HST/WFC3 bands, a
Ks band, and Spitzer/IRAC channel 1 are measured for most
galaxies.
In the stellar-mass range *< <M M8.75 log 11.75( ) , we
count 12,594 galaxies.20 We divide these galaxies into six redshift
bins ( < <z0.2 0.5, < <z0.5 0.7, < <z0.7 1.0, < <z1.0
1.3, < <z1.3 1.7, and < <z1.7 2.1), chosen so that the
number of galaxies in each bin is similar. The mass-completeness
limits (to <H 26) in the six redshift bins are =M Mlog( )
8.4, 8.7, 9.1, 9.5, 9.7, 10, respectively. Removing galaxies
below the completeness limits, we are left with 6284 galaxies.
3.3. Selecting Quiescent Galaxies in the Observations
Quiescent galaxies are commonly identiﬁed in two different
ways: setting a threshold in sSFR and thresholds in rest-frame
colors (the UVJ diagram). We show here that these two
methods yield consistent results and we adopt the former
technique. We obtain the same qualitative results if we adopt
the color–color selection technique.
We ﬁrst measure SFRs and stellar masses of the galaxies in
the observational sample by ﬁtting our SED models to their
photometry (Section 3.2). On the SFR- *M plane, star-forming
galaxies occupy a well deﬁned sequence (e.g., Noeske
et al. 2007; Whitaker et al. 2012). Quiescent galaxies fall
below this sequence. We can thus deﬁne a threshold in sSFR
(SFR/ *M ) to distinguish quiescent from star-forming galaxies.
The normalization of the star formation main sequence (i.e., the
SFR- *M relation; see for example Noeske et al. 2007 and
Whitaker et al. 2012) evolves with redshift (as shown, for
example, by Whitaker et al. 2012 and Fumagalli et al. 2014),
thus the threshold between star-forming and quiescent galaxies
evolves in the same way. We parametrize the evolution of the
threshold as y =z t z0.2S U( ) ( ), where y zS ( ) [Gyr−1] and tU(z)
[Gyr] are the sSFR and the age of the universe at redshift z,
respectively. With this selection, we identify 845 quiescent
galaxies. This is our ﬁnal sample, which is used in the rest of
the paper.
Now, we compare the threshold in sSFR to the threshold in
color–color space. In Figure 2, we show the U−V and V−J
rest-frame colors of the 6284 galaxies in the full observational
sample (this includes both star-forming and quiescent galaxies),
in the six redshift bins. At all redshifts, quiescent galaxies
selected in sSFR are well conﬁned to the color–color region
used to select quiescent galaxies (Williams et al. 2009).
Moving from low to high redshifts, quiescent galaxies become
progressively younger and thus lie closer to the diagonal edge
of the box (Whitaker et al. 2012; J. Fang et al. 2016, in
preparation). At low redshifts, a UVJ cut would select slightly
more quiescent galaxies than the selection in sSFR, while at
redshift >z 0.7 the two selection criteria are roughly
equivalent in number. In the highest redshift bins, the
uncertainties in the retrieved rest-frame colors and sSFRs
increase, but the selection remains acceptable. The selection in
UVJ colors is thus equivalent to our selection in sSFR. The
qualitative results described in Section 4 do not change if
quiescent galaxies are selected from the UVJ diagram instead
of being selected in sSFR. This derives from the fact that the
valley in between the quiescent and the star-forming regions in
the UVJ diagram is not heavily populated. Also, it suggests that
the trends in SFH are smooth moving from the quiescent to the
star-forming region. We are exploring these trends as part of a
separate work, where we assess the SFHs of both quiescent and
star-forming galaxies.
To summarize the sample selection, we started with 70,375
galaxies in the two ﬁelds. We selected galaxies with good ﬂags
in the catalog and <H 26 (36,378 galaxies). We selected the
redshift range < <z0.2 2.1 (27,722), and the stellar-mass
range *< <M M8.75 log 11.75( ) (12,594). We excluded
1929 galaxies with problematic photometry. We then removed
galaxies below the completeness limits and we are left with
6284 galaxies. Of these, 845 are quiescent.
4. MEDIAN SFHS AS A FUNCTION OF STELLAR MASS
AND REDSHIFT
As described in Section 3, we ﬁt our SED models to the
sample of 845 quiescent galaxies and we derive a best-estimate
SFH (average and standard deviation of all the models
weighted by their likelihoods) for each. In this section, we
compute median SFHs in bins of stellar mass and redshift. We
then explore trends of these median SFHs. We ﬁnd that if we
use average SFHs instead of median SFHs, we obtain
comparable results.
We divide the sample into six redshift bins, and, for each, we
further divide the galaxies into six stellar-mass bins. We create
median SFHs in each of the 36 bins, by stacking all the
probability functions of the galaxies at each step in lookback
time. We show an example bin in Figure 3 (left-hand side). We
calculate the distribution of the SFR of all galaxies in the bin at
steps in lookback time (we set lookback time t= 0 to be z= 0).
From the SFR distribution at each lookback time, we compute
the median and interquartile range (25-to-75 percentile, which
we refer to as the conﬁdence range). The conﬁdence range here
represents the combination of the uncertainty on the single
SFHs and the sample variance. To identify which of the two
components dominates, we measure the sample variance by
bootstrapping the galaxies in each bin and recalculating the
median SFH. We do this 100 times and we measure the
conﬁdence range of the distribution of the medians. We ﬁnd
that the sample variance (shown in yellow in Figure 3) is in this
case smaller than the uncertainty.
In the same way, we compute medians of the metal
enrichment histories in the same 36 bins. In Figure 3 (right-
hand side), we show the median metal enrichment history for
the same example bin as for the median SFH. The semi-
analytic model from which we adopt the SFHs (see Section 3.1)
predicts generally rising metal enrichment histories, consistent
with observations of the evolution of the mass–metallicity
relation with time (e.g., Lamareille et al. 2009 and Zahid
et al. 2013). The median metal enrichment histories that we
measure from the observations are likewise rising at all stellar
masses and all redshifts. They show slightly lower metallicities
at low stellar masses than at high stellar masses. This prior from
20 We note that if we do not perform any magnitude cut, we are left with the
same sample, because 99% of the galaxies with stellar mass larger than
* =M Mlog 8.75( ) at the redshifts considered in this work are detected at<H 26. The residual 1% is composed exclusively of star-forming galaxies.
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the semi-analytic models allows us to address the age–
metallicity degeneracy without using observations of spectral
absorption lines (which is the typical way of addressing this
issue; e.g., Worthey et al. 1992; Faber et al. 1995; Trager
et al. 2000).
We calculate median SFHs for all bins and we look for
trends in their shapes, which are quasi bell-shaped: the SFHs
ﬁrst rise, then reach a peak, and then decline (Figure 4). We
deﬁne the rising phase to be the time between when 10% of the
total stellar mass is formed and the peak. We deﬁne the
declining or quenching phase to be the time between the peak
and when 90% of the total stellar mass is formed. In what
follows, we refer to a duration of roughly 2 Gyr as fast, and
longer timescales (3 Gyr) as slow. These are absolute
timescales and ignore the evolution of the dynamical time of
galaxies. We will return to this point in the discussion. We
remind the reader that we deﬁne a galaxy to be quenched or
quiescent when its sSFR goes below t z0.2 U ( ), where tU(z)
[Gyr] is the age of the universe at redshift z.
In Figure 5, we show the median SFHs of the quiescent
galaxies in the sample in all bins. Here, we qualitatively
describe the results, and defer a quantitative analysis to the
following section. The SFHs are quasi bell-shaped, because we
are selecting only galaxies which are quenched at the time of
observation, and thus their SFR has to decrease before
observation. At high redshift, when the universe is young,
both the rising and declining phases must happen fast (less than
two billion years). At low redshift, these phases could be either
short or long, because the universe is old and thus more time is
available. In two low-mass bins, we observe a sudden burst of
star formation in the last billion year prior to observation. This
is caused by a few “post-starburst” galaxies. Such galaxies
almost quenched their star formation and then rejuvenated for a
very short period of time before observation. Spectroscopic
observations of these galaxies would conﬁrm their nature (see
for example Wild et al. 2016).
We observe that low-mass galaxies take longer to reach their
peak of star formation compared to high-mass galaxies. This
means that for low-mass galaxies, the rising phase is slower
than for high-mass galaxies. Given that low-mass galaxies
reach their peak late, their declining phase must happen fast.
Conversely, high-mass galaxies reach their peak early, and thus
the declining phase can be either fast or slow. We observe it to
be fast at high redshift (as already mentioned), and slow at low
redshift. The difference between low- and high-mass galaxies
in their declining phases suggests that different quenching
mechanisms (which operate on different timescales) are
involved.
The galaxies, which are already quenched at high redshift,
are expected to be part of the low-redshift bin (provided that
they do not ignite star formation again). Thus, we can calculate
the upper limit on the number of galaxies which are quenched
already at z=2 and are detectable in the bin at < <z0.2 0.5.
By calculating the densities of quiescent galaxies in the highest
and the lowest redshift bins, we ﬁnd that only about 13% of the
galaxies, which are quiescent at low redshift, are those which
were already quiescent at z=2 (we indeed observe a few
individual early quenched galaxies in the low-redshift high-
mass bins, although the number statistics is too low to be able
to conﬁrm the 13%). The remainder of the population of low-
redshift quiescent galaxies must thus be formed by galaxies
which have quenched their star formation later than z=2. This
means that the population of quiescent galaxies is fed by star-
forming galaxies which shut off their star formation at different
epochs. In a separate work, we will combine this sample with a
Figure 2. We select quiescent galaxies, applying a threshold in sSFR and we test that this selection is consistent with the commonly used selection in UVJ colors. In
the U−V vs. V−J diagram, quiescent galaxies occupy the area in the upper left corner. The vast majority of quiescent galaxies selected with our sSFR criterion (red
points) lie within this box. Star-forming galaxies are marked in gray. We also demarcate galaxies, which are quiescent (star-forming) according to our sSFR criterion,
but due to the uncertainties in their sSFRs, could be classiﬁed as star-forming (quiescent) as orange (purple) points. Using this color–color selection or excluding the
gray and purple data in our analysis does not qualitatively change our results. The number of galaxies in each category is reported in each panel. The number of
galaxies, which are quiescent according to the color–color criterion, are provided in the upper left box.
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larger sample of low-redshift galaxies to investigate how many
galaxies stay quiescent and how many rejuvenate.
We verify that the trends we observe are not simply a
consequence of the prior of SFHs we are assuming (described
in Section 3.1). To do so, we stack all the SFHs of the galaxies
in the model library with SFR below the quiescent limit, by
using the same speciﬁc SFR threshold we apply to the data. We
ﬁnd that, at low redshift, the SFH prior is similar to a Gaussian
function, but the conﬁdence ranges are much larger than those
observed in Figure 5. Also, stellar mass is only a scaling factor,
and thus, at a particular redshift, the same prior applies to all
stellar-mass bins. At high redshift, the SFH prior of quiescent
galaxies includes many galaxies with fast truncation. The stack
of all quiescent model SFHs is a rising function with a fast
truncation, which is very different from the median SFHs we
observe in Figure 5. This test suggests that the trends we
observe are data driven.
In summary, qualitatively low-mass galaxies increase their
star formation slowly and then quench fast. In contrast, high-
mass galaxies reach their peak of star formation fast. They then
quench fast at high redshift, when the universe is young, and
slowly at low redshift. For future applications, we parametrize
the median SFHs using analytic functions (Behroozi
et al. 2013), which seem to reasonably reproduce the shapes
we observe. In the Appendix, we report on the best parameters
for two plausible analytic functions at each redshift and stellar-
mass bin. These values can be used to model the SFHs of
average populations of quiescent galaxies, when more realistic
prescriptions from cosmological simulations are not available.
5. PROPERTIES OF MEDIAN SFHS
The median SFHs of quiescent galaxies are diverse. Galaxies
can form stars and quench their star formation fast. Alter-
natively, they can form stars at a low rate for long periods of
time and quench fast. They can also form the bulk of the mass
at early times and then take a long time to reach quiescence. In
the previous section, we demonstrated that the timescales of the
rising and declining phases of SFHs depend on stellar mass and
redshift. Here, we quantify these dependences. We measure
from the median SFHs in Figure 5 the following quantities:
Figure 3. Calculation of the median SFH (left-hand side) and metal enrichment history (right-hand side) for 24 galaxies in an example bin of stellar mass and redshift
is demonstrated. The medians are shown as thick black lines, averages as long-dashed black lines, and two examples of individual galaxies are shown as thin dashed
and dotted–dashed gray lines (the other 22 are not shown, for clarity). The interquartile range (25th to 75th percentile) is shown as a red shade. The yellow shade on
the left-hand side represents the sample variance, which is the conﬁdence range about the medians obtained by bootstrapping 100 times the galaxies in this bin. For all
galaxies, a lookback time of 0 corresponds to z=0. Lookback times younger than the lookback time which corresponds to the observed redshift range are
shaded gray.
Figure 4. Diagrammatic representation of how we quantify the characteristics
of the median SFHs. Median SFHs rise, reach a peak, and decline. We measure
when they peak and how long they take to rise and decline. We deﬁne the
rising phase to be the time between when 10% of the total stellar mass is
formed and the peak. We deﬁne the declining or quenching phase to be the time
between the peak and when 90% of the total stellar mass is formed.
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their width (i.e., when galaxies form the bulk of their stellar
mass), when they reach the peak, how long they take to reach
the peak, and how long they take to quench. We describe the
trends and discuss their implications in Section 6.
5.1. The Widths of the SFHs
To quantify the time galaxies take to form the bulk of their
stellar mass, we measure the FWHM of the median SFHs in
Figure 5. To do this, we bootstrap the galaxies in each bin and
calculate the FWHM of the median SFHs 100 times. We then
measure the 25–50–75 percentiles of the distribution of the 100
widths. This allows us to measure the sample variance in each
bin. The actual uncertainty on the lookback time is roughly
10%–20% of the lookback time itself, as shown by Paciﬁci
et al. 2016 (see their Figure 3 and Section 3.2).
Figure 6 shows the 25-to-75 percentiles of the distribution of
the widths as a function of redshift and stellar mass. The widths
are found to decrease with redshift. This is related to the time
available to form stars at each redshift. In other words, at high
redshift, the SFHs of quiescent galaxies can only be narrow. In
contrast, at low redshift, they can span the range from narrow
to large, and we observe them to be large. We do not ﬁnd a
Figure 5.Median SFHs of quiescent galaxies in bins of stellar mass (rows) and redshift (columns). Medians are shown as black lines, and conﬁdence ranges (25-to-75
percentile of the distribution) are shown by the colored shadings. In each panel, the time range, which is not observable given the age of the universe, is shaded gray.
The number of galaxies contributing to median is reported in each panel. We do not show median SFHs in bins where the galaxies have stellar masses below the
completeness limits and where the number of galaxies in the bin is less than ﬁve. The vertical gray lines mark the peak of the SFR in each median SFH.
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trend between width and stellar mass. Interestingly, when the
widths of the SFHs are expressed as a fraction of the age of the
universe at the redshift of observation, we ﬁnd a roughly
constant value of 0.4–0.5, independent of redshift and stellar
mass. This could be a fundamental result and we will address
its implications in the discussion.
5.2. Locations of the Peaks of the SFHs
We measure the location of the peaks of the median SFHs in
time in Figure 5. In the same way as for the widths, we
bootstrap 100 times the galaxies in each bin and we measure
the distribution of the lookback time at which the SFR is the
highest. In Figure 7, we plot the 25-to-75 percentiles of the
distribution of the lookback time of the peak of the median
SFHs as a function of stellar mass and redshift.
At low redshift, the lookback time of the peak is a function
of stellar mass: low-mass galaxies reach their peak later in their
lifetimes (around 5–6 Gyr in lookback time) than high-mass
galaxies, which reach their peak at 8–9 Gyr in lookback time.
At high redshifts, this trend appears to ﬂatten. Because of the
Figure 6.Widths of the median SFHs in Figure 5, or the time galaxies spend in their star-forming phase, is a strong function of redshift, but does not depend on stellar
mass. The plot on the left-hand side shows the 25-to-75 percentiles of the distribution of the width of the median SFHs as a function of redshift. On the right-hand side,
we normalize the width to the age of the universe at the redshifts of observation. The dashed gray line guides the eye to the value which best represents the
observations (0.45). Each mass bin is color coded according to the scheme in Figure 5.
Figure 7. Time at which galaxies reach the peak of their SFHs (vertical lines in Figure 5) is a function of their stellar mass and redshift. Each small panel represents a
different redshift bin. Bars are color coded according to redshift. The horizontal gray lines mark the lookback time corresponding to the median redshift of observation
of each bin (in the leftmost panel, the gray line is at 2.4 Gyr, thus below the y-axis limit). On the right-hand side, we normalize the lookback time of the peak to the age
of the universe at the redshifts of observation.
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completeness limits of the sample, we do not have much
information for low masses at high redshift. The trend between
the lookback time of the peak and stellar mass is also clearly
visible when the lookback time of the peak is expressed in units
of the age of the universe.
5.3. Duration of the Rising and Declining Phases of the SFHs
We measure the duration of the rising and the declining
phases of the median SFHs of Figure 5. We deﬁne the duration
of the rising phase to be the time between when the median
SFH forms 10% of its total stellar mass and when it reaches its
peak. We deﬁne the declining phase to be the time between the
peak and when 90% of the total stellar mass is formed. In the
same way as for the measurements of the width and the
location of the peak of the median SFHs, we use a
bootstrapping procedure to measure the duration of the rising
and declining phases.
Figure 8 shows the duration of the rising and declining
phases as a function of stellar mass and redshift. In low-redshift
galaxies, the star formation can increase for a long period of
time (3–4 Gyr) before moving to quiescence. High-mass
galaxies instead seem to grow and reach their peak of star
formation faster in about 1 Gyr. The declining phase is then fast
in low-mass galaxies (∼1 Gyr) and slow in high-mass galaxies
(∼3 Gyr), at low redshift. At high redshifts, the universe is
young and thus both phases have to happen rapidly by
construction (∼1 Gyr). We note that, at high redshift, galaxies
might also be shutting off the star formation slowly. Such
galaxies would not have time to become completely quiescent
by the time of observation and thus are excluded from our
sample.
6. DISCUSSION
The way galaxies evolve from the blue cloud to the red
sequence is most likely an interplay between different
mechanisms, e.g., dry and wet mergers, AGN and stellar
feedback, catastrophic events, and residual-gas consumption
(see Somerville & Davé 2015 for a review). Each of these
mechanisms causes changes in the way galaxies form (and stop
forming) stars. By measuring the SFHs of galaxies, we can
quantify what are the dominant modes of quenching and on
what timescales they happen. Given the trends shown in
Section 5 and Figures 6–8, we now discuss what they tell us
about quenching mechanisms. We ﬁrst describe possible
scenarios for the evolution of quiescent galaxies and then we
associate them to the observations and to physical mechanisms.
All our conclusions will apply to populations of galaxies,
because we will compare the possible scenarios with the
median SFHs we have derived. We remind the reader that
single galaxies can evolve differently and their individual SFHs
are likely more complex.
6.1. A List of Possible Scenarios
We show in Figure 9 a simple diagram describing ﬁve
possible scenarios which can explain the median SFHs we
observe in Figure 5. We note that we refer to durations as
absolute quantities here, but we will consider the evolution of
the dynamical timescale when we connect the scenarios to the
observations in Section 6.2. The scenarios are as follows.
1. Fast formation and fast quenching at early epochs. In this
picture, galaxies form fast and quench fast in the ﬁrst
billion years of the universe similar to the way local
early-type galaxies were interpreted a few decades ago
(Baade 1963).
2. Fast formation and fast quenching at all times. In this
picture, galaxies form fast and quench fast at different
times. The distribution in time of these SFHs can take on
a number of different shapes. For example, a combination
of these spiky SFHs in time can result in median SFHs
that are ﬂat, as depicted in Figure 9.
Figure 8. Duration of the rising and declining phases of the median SFHs in Figure 5 varies as a function of stellar mass and redshift. For each bin in stellar mass and
redshift in Figure 5, we show, on the left-hand side, the distribution of the duration of the rising phase, and, on the right-hand side, the distribution of the duration of
the declining phase, as a function of stellar mass. Each small panel represents a different redshift bin. Bars are color coded according to redshift.
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3. Fast formation and slow quenching. In this picture,
galaxies undergo a rapid formation and a slow decline in
SFR. A distribution of different quenching timescales
would produce a large scatter in the declining phase of
the median SFHs.
4. Slow formation and fast quenching. In this picture, the
SFR grows slowly for long periods of time, the peak of
star formation is reached relatively late, and the
quenching phase happens fast.
5. Slow formation and slow quenching. In this picture, both
formation and quenching are slow processes.
6.2. Constraining Quenching Scenarios with Observations
6.2.1. Conﬁrming Previous Results
If we compare the median SFHs in Figure 5 with the
scenarios presented in Figure 9, we can argue that a single
Figure 9. Five possible scenarios to explain the variety of shapes of quiescent galaxy SFHs are shown. Each row corresponds to a different scenario and the format
mimics that of Figure 5, i.e., redshift grows from left to right at ﬁxed stellar mass and the portion of the universe, which is not observable at a particular redshift, is
shaded gray. In the same way as in Figure 5, the observed median SFHs (black thick lines) are combinations of individual SFHs (black dashed lines). The scenarios
are: (1) Galaxies form fast and quench fast at early times. (2) Galaxies form fast and quench fast at different epochs. For this, the observed median SFH appears
constant with fast rising and declining phases. (3) Galaxies form fast and quench slowly. These galaxies reach their peak early and have a long period of decreasing
star formation. (4) Galaxies increase their star formation for long periods of time, reach their peak late in their life and become quiescent fast. (5) Galaxies form and
quench slowly. The high-redshift universe is not old enough to allow galaxies to reach quiescence when at least one of the two phases happens slowly, and thus
galaxies would only be star-forming at observation (gray dashed lines).
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scenario cannot explain all the different behaviors. We,
therefore, infer that the red sequence most likely builds
through a combination of different mechanisms, as pointed
out already in previous works, e.g., Willmer et al. (2006), Bell
et al. (2006), Faber et al. (2007), Skelton et al. (2012).
Furthermore, we ﬁnd downsizing in the evolution of quiescent
galaxies, i.e., massive galaxies evolve faster and reach their
peak of star formation earlier than low-mass galaxies. This has
also been seen previously, e.g., Thomas et al. (2005).
6.2.2. New Findings
We ﬁnd that, on average, the observed populations of
quiescent galaxies take as much time as they are allowed by the
age of the universe to quench, i.e., the median SFHs always
extend along the full age of the universe at the redshift of
observation. The large conﬁdence ranges reﬂect the intrinsic
variety of SFHs in each bin (see also Dressler et al. 2016).
Interestingly, we observe that the widths of the SFHs are a
constant fraction of the age of the universe at all redshifts
(Figure 6, right-hand side). This could be a consequence of the
fact that the SFHs extend over long periods of time, and they
look quasi bell-shaped. Thus, the FWHM has to be somewhere
around 0.5 times the age of the universe. However, it could also
be fundamental. For example, using cosmological simulations,
Tacchella et al. (2016) found that star-forming galaxies
oscillate about the star formation main sequence on timescales
~ t0.4 0.5 Hubble– . Galaxies form the bulk of their stellar mass
when on the main sequence. Thus, this prediction would agree
with what we ﬁnd from observations. In a future paper, we will
compare these measurements with different cosmological
simulations and assess whether this result is indeed funda-
mental. Using a different semi-analytical model, Tonini et al.
(2012) ﬁnd a similar result when comparing color predictions
of bright cluster galaxies to different observed samples
at <z 1.6.
At high redshift (Figure 5, last columns on the right), galaxies
have to form and quench fast (similar to scenario 1) in order to be
quiescent due to the short age of the universe at these redshifts.
Given that the dynamical time of galaxies evolves with redshift,
timescales of about 1 Gyr at ~z 2 are consistent with an evolving
halo quenching mass, i.e., a critical mass above which gas
accretion from cold ﬂows is prevented (Kereš et al. 2005; Dekel &
Birnboim 2006; Mitra et al. 2015). At this redshift, any galaxies,
which are in the process of shutting off their star formation on
slow timescales would not be quiescent and, therefore, would not
be in our observational sample.
At low redshift (Figure 5, ﬁrst columns on the left), the
median SFHs of quiescent galaxies extend for long periods of
time and thus are not fully consistent with scenario 1, which
implies passive evolution of high-redshift quenched galaxies
(although a few individual galaxies could do this). This ﬁnding
is in agreement with previous works, such as Worthey et al.
(1992), Faber et al. (1995), Trager et al. (2000), Harker et al.
(2006), Schiavon et al. (2006), Ruhland et al. (2009), and
Gallazzi et al. (2014). Assuming that all quiescent galaxies we
observe at ~z 2 stay quiescent to ~z 0.2, from number
density calculations (i.e., calculating how many of the galaxies
we observe in the big volume at high redshift are observable in
the smaller volume at low redshift), we ﬁnd that at low redshift
the contribution of galaxies already quenched at ~z 2 is only
13%. This 13% is an upper limit, since the high-redshift
quiescent galaxies can in principle undergo merging and/or gas
accretion and re-ignite star formation. Such a percentage is not
large and thus we expect not to have a large contribution from
them in the median SFHs of low-redshift quiescent galaxies.
Low-redshift, low-mass galaxies (Figure 5, panels in the top
left) on average seem to undergo a period of constant star
formation in between the rising and declining phases (similar to
scenario 2). We could also argue that these galaxies take a long
time to form, fed by continuous gas accretion (as predicted by
Behroozi et al. 2013 and Moster et al. 2013), which is more
similar to scenario 4. Given that the star formation is almost
constant for a long period of time and because we are selecting
quiescent galaxies, the declining phase must be fast, and thus
probably catastrophic. By catastrophic events, we mean
processes such as strong feedback (Croton et al. 2006;
Somerville et al. 2008) and environmental effects (Peng
et al. 2010). Such low-mass galaxies might also be satellites
of big halos and, therefore, subject to gas stripping that shuts
off their star formation quickly (e.g., Wetzel et al. 2013; Woo
et al. 2013). The SFHs of individual low-mass galaxies could
also be very bursty (Kauffmann 2014). A galaxy with a bursty
SFH could experience long quiescence periods if the accretion
rate slows down. The average SFH of these types of galaxies
would show a period of fairly constant star formation (the
single bursts are washed out in the average) and a fast decline,
and would thus be consistent with what we observe at low
stellar masses.
Finally, low-redshift, high-mass galaxies (Figure 5, panels in
the bottom left) show, on average, a fast formation phase and a
slow quenching phase, ruling out scenarios 4 and 5. The
existence of mass quenching or another process, which makes
SFR become inefﬁcient, could explain such SFHs. If gas
accretion is prevented, galaxies would reach quiescence by
consuming their reservoir of gas. This process is consistent
with a slow quenching phase and would also explain the
turnover of the galaxy star formation main sequence at high
masses and low redshifts (Whitaker et al. 2014; Gavazzi
et al. 2015; Schreiber et al. 2015).
A combination of galaxies, which form and quench fast
(scenario 2) at different times, can reproduce slow and fast
rising and quenching phases. For example, if the number of
galaxies, which form and quench fast is large at high redshift
and progressively decreases in time, the median SFHs would
look like the one in scenario 3 (fast rising and slow quenching).
However, a fast quenching mechanism at all times and masses
is not consistent with the turnover of the star formation main
sequence, because galaxies would “jump” from the blue to the
red sequence and we would hardly observe any in the
intermediate phase between being star-forming and quenched.
Furthermore, we observe individual galaxies with long
declining phases when the age of the universe is sufﬁciently
long. Therefore, we rule out scenario 2 for the majority of the
galaxies at low redshift.
7. CONCLUSIONS
Although there has been much progress in understanding
how galaxies evolve to the present day, we still do not
understand how and when galaxies stop forming stars and
become quiescent. Using the CANDELS data set, we measure
the SFHs of 845 quiescent galaxies at < <z0.2 2.1. Our
galaxy SED models allow us to extract full SFHs of galaxies
from the fossil record embedded in their photometric measure-
ments. Speciﬁcally, our model library of SEDs adopts complex
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SFHs and metal enrichment histories from the semi-analytic
post-processing of a large cosmological simulation. These
histories are consistent with the observed evolution in the
mass–metallicity relation. Moreover, adoption of such histories
acts as an important prior, limiting the effects of degeneracies
in age and metallicity.
Using the individual SFHs we measure from the observa-
tions, we compute median SFHs of quiescent galaxies in bins
of stellar mass and redshift. They are quasi bell-shaped: SFR
rises, reaches a peak, and then declines toward quiescence.
We ﬁnd that on average galaxies take as much time as they
can to quench. At high redshift, when the universe is young, the
median SFHs can only be narrow and the quenching phase fast.
Given that the dynamical times of galaxies evolve with
redshift, timescales of about 1 Gyr at ~z 2 are consistent with
an evolving halo quenching mass and do not necessarily
require catastrophic events such as strong feedback and violent
environmental effects.
Low-redshift, low-mass galaxies, on average, reach their
peak of star formation later in their lifetimes compared with
high-mass galaxies. This is downsizing. Given this and the fact
that we are selecting quiescent galaxies, low-mass galaxies, on
average, shut off their star formation fast. A catastrophic event
(such as strong feedback) might be required to reproduce a fast
Figure 10. Fits with analytic functions to the median SFHs of Figure 5 (black). Time traces the age of the universe here, and thus it runs in the opposite direction to the
lookback time. In blue, a combination of a power law and an exponentially declining function. In magenta, a double power law.
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declining phase at low redshift. Such low-mass galaxies might
also be satellites in big halos subject to gas stripping.
Low-redshift, high-mass galaxies show on average long
declining phases. Galaxies could reach a critical mass, which
prevents new cold gas to inﬂow. Such long declining phases
would then be explained by slow consumption of residual gas
after the inﬂow of new gas stops. The residual gas is consumed
slowly and the star formation decreases gradually. This is
consistent with the turnover of the star formation main
sequence at the high-mass end, as observed in previous works.
In this work, we have uncovered the dependences of the SFHs
on stellar mass and redshift. We will explore the characteristics of
individual SFHs in relation to environment and morphology, in a
future work. The possible correlations between SFH shape and
environment is of particular interest, although larger ﬁelds would
be required. Also, we will examine the constraints on the SFHs of
both star-forming and quiescent galaxies. By studying the entire
population, we will be able to derive the probability that a galaxy
shuts off its star formation and moves to the quiescent population
as a function of stellar mass and redshift. The comparison of our
constraints with detailed simulations of galaxy formation and
evolution will be crucial to ﬁnd the realistic scenarios that best
resemble the observations, and thus quantify the importance of
the different evolutionary mechanisms.
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APPENDIX
THE STAR FORMATION HISTORIES OF QUIESCENT
GALAXIES IN FUNCTIONAL FORMS
The median SFHs that we measure in Figure 5 are fairly
smooth and thus they could potentially be represented by
analytic functions. The most common functions in the literature
are exponentially declining functions of time (commonly called
“tau-models,” t-texp( )). These functions can provide an
acceptable approximation when the peak of star formation
happens at very early times. We observe, however, that the
SFR rises for a signiﬁcant amount of time after formation, in all
bins of stellar mass and redshift. We thus cannot properly
represent the median SFHs we observe with simple exponen-
tially declining tau-models.
Another analytic function sometimes used to model the
SFHs of galaxies consists of a combination of a linear rising
function and an exponentially declining function (commonly
called “delayed tau-model,” t-t texp( )). This parametriza-
tion allows for a rising function, and thus is more appropriate to
reproduce the median SFHs that we observe. However, this
function does not allow for enough freedom in the position of
the peak of star formation. If we take the derivative of the
function and we set it to zero, we ﬁnd that the peak happens at
t=t . This means that the SFHs can either peak early and
show a fast declining phase, or they can peak late and show a
slow declining phase. A late peak and a slow declining phase
would not produce a quiescent galaxy and the only feasible
option would be a delayed tau-model with a short τ. Most of
the median SFHs we observe do not show such short declining
phases and the peaks of star formation do not happen until at
least 1 Gyr. The simple combination of linear and exponential
decline is thus still not enough to reproduce what we observe.
We need to introduce at least one more parameter to allow
for enough freedom in both the position of the peak of star
formation and the duration of the declining phase. To this end,
we choose two analytic functions, which reasonably reproduce
the shape of most of the median SFHs in Figure 5: a
combination of a power law and an exponentially declining
function,
y tµ -t t texp ,d( ) ( )
and a double power law
y t tµ + - -t t tB C 1( ) [( ) ( ) ]
as suggested by Behroozi et al. (2013). We show, in Figure 10,
the ﬁts with the two analytic functions to the observed median
SFHs. The values of the best-ﬁt parameters are reported in
Table 3.
Figure 10 shows that both analytic functions are reasonable
approximations of the median SFHs we measure from the data.
When the peak of star formation is not well deﬁned and there is
Table 3
Best-ﬁt Parameters of the Two Analytic Functions: d and τ for the Power Law and Exponentially Declining Function (First Line of Every Bin);
B, C, and τ for the Double Power Law (Second Line of Every Bin)
Stellar Mass Redshift
*M Mlog( )☉ < <z0.2 0.5 < <z0.5 0.7 < <z0.7 1.0 < <z1.0 1.3 < <z1.3 1.7 < <z1.7 2.1
∼9.0 7.6; 0.5 3.8; 1.2 2.6; 1.3 L L L
18.6; 0.8; 6.7 3.2; 1.8; 5.2 4.0; 1.4; 4.2 L L L
∼9.5 6.0; 0.7 2.6; 1.1 7.8; 0.4 L L L
19.8; 1.0; 8.1 6.8; 0.6; 5.3 12.0; 1.4; 4.8 L L L
∼10.0 8.2; 0.5 8.4; 0.4 9.8; 0.3 5.6; 0.4 3.4; 0.5 L
14.0; 0.8; 6.9 12.2; 1.2; 5.5 16.2; 1.0; 4.8 13.2; 1.2; 3.8 6.6; 1.0; 2.8 L
∼10.5 7.2; 0.6 5.8; 0.5 6.0 ; 0.5 3.6; 0.6 2.6; 0.7 2.2; 0.6
11.2; 1.2; 7.1 10.4; 1.2; 4.9 10.4; 1.2; 4.8 9.6; 1.0; 2.7 5.0; 1.2; 2.7 3.8; 1.0; 2.0
∼11.0 5.0; 0.7 7.4; 0.4 7.4; 0.4 3.6; 0.7 2.8; 0.7 2.4; 0.6
7.4; 1.0; 5.6 12.6; 0.8; 5.2 11.6; 1.2; 4.7 5.8; 1.4; 3.5 2.4; 1.6; 2.2 3.4; 1.0; 2.1
∼11.5 L 1.4; 1.3 7.0; 0.4 5.0; 0.4 L L
L 2.8; 0.8; 3.0 12.6; 1.2; 4.6 10.6; 0.8; 3.5 L L
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a period of roughly constant star formation, these functions fail
to reproduce the shape. This happens especially at low stellar
masses and low redshifts. We stress that these ﬁts are valid only
for median SFHs of quiescent galaxies. Individual galaxies can
form and evolve with different timescales and most of all, they
can be characterized by episodes of star formation (e.g., rapid
bursts), which cannot be captured by simple analytic functions.
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